Extension Award

Name of Award: The American Society of Animal Science Extension Award.

Nature of Award: A plaque.

Purpose: To stimulate outstanding achievements in animal science extension.

Eligibility for Nomination:

- A nominee must have made outstanding and noteworthy contributions in animal science extension. Contributions may be in initiation and development of programs and projects in animal production or utilizable products of the animals. Extension teams are eligible for this award.

- The nominee must be living and have been actively engaged in extension, for at least ten years immediately prior to nomination, in a State (Provincial) or Federal Extension Service with at least 25% of professional activity devoted to extension programs.

Dossier must include the following materials:

- CV/Biography of the nominee.

- Summary statement (not to exceed 8000 characters and spaces) describing the importance of the nominee's contributions to the livestock industry.

- Extent of the nominee's application of concepts, recommended techniques, programs, etc. (not to exceed 2670 characters and spaces).

- Qualities of leadership as demonstrated by ability to influence others to act and adopt improved practices (not to exceed 2670 characters and spaces).

- Influence of the nominee's projects, programs, and the like on the livestock industry and the welfare of participating people (not to exceed 2670 characters and spaces).

- Citation for printing and reading (not to exceed 1000 characters and spaces).

- Photo of nominee (photo will only be used in the awards program and will not be visible to the award review committee).